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Council: Jerilderie 

Delegate: Tim Stubbs 

Venue: Jerilderie Sports Club 

Date: 10 February 2016 

Time: 2:00pm 

  

Facilitator: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.  We're going to commence.  Welcome 
this afternoon to the second session of the public inquiry.  My name is Rachel 
Trigg.  I'll be helping to facilitate today's session to make sure that it runs 
effectively and smoothly.  There's just a couple of little housekeeping 5 

procedures before we get underway.  Firstly the toilets are at the back of the 
room there, with the ladies' to the left and the gentlemen's to the right.   

 If you have a mobile phone with you, can I ask you now just to double check 
that it's either on silent or off? There's a large number of us in the room today 
and we all need to be hear what the speaker's saying, so if you could just 10 

double check, that would be great.  If you haven't already done so, can you 
make sure that you pop your name on the register at the front there? And in 
the unlikely event that there is an emergency today we have two sets of 
emergency exits: two to the left here through the greens and then one to the 
right here.  So, those are the official parts of the day done.  I would now like to 15 

hand over to the Delegate, Tim Stubbs, who will walk you through the 
procedures for today.  Thank you.   

Tim: Thanks, Rachel.  Thanks, everyone, for coming out today.  It's great to see 
such a big turn-up.  My name's Tim Stubbs and I'm the Delegate that has 
been appointed by the Acting Chief Executive of the Office of Local 20 

Government to examine and report on the Minister for Local Government's 
proposal to merge part Jerilderie Shire and Berrigan Shire.  I'd like to formally 
welcome you to this public inquiry which is part of the examination and 
reporting process in the merger proposal.  I begin by acknowledging the 
traditional owners, custodians and their ancestors of the land on which this 25 

public inquiry takes place and also to pay my respects to elders past and 
present.   

 I now have to go through some background information on the inquiry and 
what are the drivers for the inquiry.  I'll try to move through that as quickly as 
possible and then we can get on with hearing from yourselves.  So, this public 30 

inquiry is being conducted in accordance with section 263 of the Local 
Government Act (1993).  My role as Delegate is to examine and report on a 
proposal that has been referred to the Acting Chief Executive of the Office of 
Local Government by the Minister for Local Government under section 
218F(1) of the Act.  The proposal is for a merger between Jerilderie Shire 35 

(part) and Berrigan Shire Councils.  I have been appointed to conduct an 
examination of the proposal and to provide a report to the Minister and the 
Boundaries Commission.   
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 I really need to stress that my role is an impartial one.  I'm not an advocate for 
the proposal.  The proposal is not my proposal.  I'm here as an independent 
person to hear your views and to assess all of the inputs through submissions 
and today's inquiry and the inquiry this morning and then to put together a 
report and make recommendations to the Minister, and I'll also go to the 5 

Boundaries Commission.  So, it's not my proposal, I'm here to examine the 
proposal.   

 Sections 263(2)(a) and 218F(2) of the Local Government Act require me to 
hold a public inquiry into the proposal to merge Jerilderie Shire (part) and 
Berrigan Shire Councils.  The main focus of this public inquiry is to provide 10 

members of the public with an opportunity to provide their views on the 
proposal directly to me.  As members of the public, you have been invited to 
attend today's public inquiry and, should you choose, may speak about the 
proposal under examination.  More detail about the examination and reporting 
process can be found on the Council Boundary Review website.  If you need 15 

that address, it's probably easier than me reading it now to just come at the 
end and speak to any of the team and they can give you the address and any 
other details you might need.   

 In summary, through this process I will conduct a public inquiry, which we're 
doing today; call for written submissions, which the call has been sent out so it 20 

is now open for people to put in written submissions, and that goes until the 
end of February; and I need to then prepare a report on the proposal having 
due regard to the factors in section 263(3) of the Act.  This is important 
because the factors are the things that I need to look at in the way I examine 
and assess the proposal, and I'll go through the factors now.  It's prudent in 25 

any submissions you put in, if you can – and you definitely don't have to – but 
if you can, try to look at these factors and work out which one you think yours 
fits under, and if you want to put information in that format, it's helpful.  You 
don't have to but it's just a guide. 

 So, the factors are: the financial advantages or disadvantages of the proposal 30 

to the residents and ratepayers of the areas concerned, so there is a financial 
factor; the community of interest and geographical cohesion in the existing 
areas and in any proposed new area; the existing historical value and 
traditional values in the existing areas and the impact of change on them; the 
attitude of the residents and ratepayers of the areas concerned; the 35 

requirements of the area concerned in relation to elected representation for 
residents and ratepayers at the local level; the desirable and appropriate 
relationship between elected representatives and ratepayers and residents 
and such other matters as considered relevant in relation to the past and 
future patterns of elected representation for that area; the impact on the 40 

proposal on the ability of the Council to provide adequate, equitable and 
appropriate services and facilities; the impact of the proposal on the 
employment of staff by the Council; the impact of the proposal on any rural 
communities in the resulting area; the desirability or otherwise of dividing the 
resulting area or areas into wards; the need to ensure that the opinions of 45 

each of the diverse communities of the resulting area or areas are effectively 
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represented; and any other factors relevant to the provision of efficient and 
effective Local Government in the existing and proposed new areas.   

 So, those factors are on the website.  They're also on a couple of posters 
here.  They're what I have to look at when I do my review and assessment 
and report, so there's a broad range of factors that I'll be looking at.  At the 5 

conclusion of the examination process I will prepare a report to the Minister 
and the Boundaries Commission.  The Boundaries Commission will review 
and provide comment on the report and provide these comments to the 
Minister for Local Government.  The Minister for Local Government will then 
consider the report together with any comments from the Boundaries 10 

Commission and may or may not recommend to the Government of New 
South Wales that the proposed merger be implemented with or without 
modifications.   

 So, just a little bit about the proceedings today.  To allow them to be 
conducted fairly and efficiently, the inquiry will be structured with a schedule 15 

on speakers and time limits on speakers, and I really ask that you stick to the 
time limits.  We'll have a facilitator to help with that.  But it's only fair that we 
move through as quickly as we can and that gives everyone the opportunity to 
speak rather than some people dominating, so I really ask that you stick to the 
time limits.  Our facilitator for today is Rachel Trigg, who you know already, 20 

and she'll provide a more detailed rundown of proceedings in a moment.  
Other members of my team here today were Brian on the registration desk as 
you came in, Karen who's been coordinating things and Joyce, my executive 
officer.   

 My duty today is to listen to all submissions and to consider them along with 25 

other material gathered throughout the course of the examination process in 
the preparation of my final report.  I need to make it clear that I do not have 
the power to resolve any specific issues or identify solutions to any particular 
complaints that an individual or an organisation may have about the proposal 
or the Local Government reform process today.  Also, the inquiry today is 30 

recorded, so I will generally not take too many notes so I can listen to the 
speakers, but don't worry that you are not being recorded.  The information is 
recorded, so that'll be put into a transcript.   

 The proposal today is to move Berrigan Shire Council with Jerilderie Shire 
Council south of Yanco Creek, so that's the proposal that we're examining 35 

today or discussing.  There's a map up here.  There's a couple more around 
the room.  In addition to having the opportunity to speak at this public inquiry, 
members of the public may provide their views on the merger proposal by 
making a written submission, which I encourage you to do.  Written 
submissions will be one of the most important ways for me to gather 40 

information during the examination process, as will verbal submissions.  If you 
wish to make a written submission, you are encouraged to focus on one or 
more of the factors listed in section 263(3) of the Act which I have just read 
out.  These factors can also be found under the frequently asked questions on 
the website.   45 
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 My final report and all written submissions will be published at the end of the 
proposal examination process unless the author of a submission requests that 
their submission remains confidential, so your submissions will be made 
public unless you request otherwise.  Written submissions close at 5:00pm 
Eastern Daylight Savings Time on Sunday 28 February 2016, so Sunday at 5 

the end of February, and can be submitted either online through the Council 
Boundary Review website – and again, we can provide details of that to 
people if they need it – or by mail to Council Boundary Review, GPO Box 
5341, Sydney, New South Wales 2001.  Again, don't try to take that down 
now.  If you need that address, come and see us or the Council and I'm sure 10 

they can provide that information for you.   

 Again, evidence where you can provide it in the submission is always going to 
help me in my report writing, so anything you can put in your submissions that 
gives me evidence, that then helps me form a view and write my report.  
Thank you, and I hope you have a good session.   15 

Facilitator: Thank you, Tim.  So, as Tim mentioned, I'll be just running through a few 
procedures.  I know we're eager to hear from speakers today so I'll try and 
whip through these as quickly as I can.  So, as Mr Stubbs has stated, this 
inquiry will be held under section 263 of the Local Government Act.  This 
session must be concluded at the advertised time of 4:00pm, so we need to 20 

finish bang on 4:00pm.   

 Each Council subject to the merger proposal will be given 15 minutes to 
speak at the public inquiry, either at this morning's session that was in 
Berrigan or at this afternoon's session.  Representatives of each Council will 
have up to 15 minutes to speak.  Because there's a large number of speakers 25 

here today and in order to provide an opportunity for all speakers to speak, 
individual speakers will then have up to four minutes to speak each.  I'll be 
using my phone to time speakers so don't worry if you see me looking at my 
phone.  I'm not checking my emails, I haven't lost interest, I'm just keeping an 
eye on time to make sure that we can allow everyone their chance to have 30 

their say.   

 Sorry, losing my place here.  Speakers are encouraged to speak directly into 
the microphone so that everyone at the back of the room can hear and to 
provide their name, the Local Government area that they're here to speak 
about and, if relevant, the organisation that they're representing here today.  35 

Speakers should direct their comments directly at Mr Stubbs – I'm merely the 
facilitator and timekeeper today – and comments should be relevant to the 
proposal that we're discussing here today.   

 Because we have a large number of speakers and a two-hour time window, if 
speakers can help us use the time as efficiently as possible, that would be 40 

great.  At some of the sessions that we've had through this public inquiry 
process we sometimes had speakers who are reading identical statements.  If 
you are planning on reading statements, it would be helpful and we'd 
appreciate it if you could come to the front, state your name, the organisation 
you're representing if relevant and then say that you agree with the statement 45 
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read by the previous speaker to enable us to use the time as efficiently as 
possible and then move on to any additional information or comments or 
points you'd like to make.  So, that would be helpful for you to help us manage 
time.   

 Unruly behaviour from attendees such as calling out or making disparaging 5 

remarks would be inappropriate today.  I need to advise you, as Tim has done 
already, that today's inquiry is being audio recorded, so your voices will be on 
an audio recording to ensure that there's a formal record of today's 
proceedings and a transcript can be generated from it.  To respect the privacy 
of attendees, audio, video or photographic recordings of this inquiry can't be 10 

made without the approval of Mr Stubbs and media representatives may only 
take audio, video or photographic recordings in line with the media protocols 
and as approved by Mr Stubbs.   

 Without further ado, I'd like to invite our first speaker of the day, Councillor 
Ruth McRae, to come forward and speak.  Thank you.   15 

Ruth: Thank you.  My name's Ruth McRae.  I'm the Mayor of Jerilderie Shire and a 
very proud Mayor to see this many people in the room this afternoon.  I would 
also like to acknowledge our local member, Mr Greg Aplin, Member for 
Albury, and I would like to ask Mr Stubbs in allowing to have all written 
submissions and everybody to speak today that we're also able to submit 20 

some photographic evidence of just how compromised we feel here.  This 
turnout doesn't happen every day in Jerilderie and the people in this room are 
anxious and fearful because these are their jobs.  This is where they live, this 
is what they do, and I don't think you can get an any more real demonstration 
of just how difficult this process is for these people.  So, if you would take that 25 

onboard, that would be good, Tim.   

 What we feel is that by this proposed merging we'd be taking the local out of 
Local Government.  We have the luxury of living in a one-town shire enjoying 
the best and the truest form of Local Government.  We've been close to the 
people, we've had an open door policy, our ratepayers and our community 30 

have had our full attention and we have worked really successfully and 
collaboratively for a long time.  We feel that this merger will now change the 
playing field and we would then be actively competing against four other 
established communities.  We fail to see how that would give better 
representation and a better outcome for our community.   35 

 Our general manager this morning made a very relevant comment.  He said, 
'We never said we can stand alone.  What we said was we're not going to be 
allowed to stand alone.' So, this Shire proactively saw the writing on the wall 
and we thought, 'We have to get out there and we have to engage with our 
neighbours, any other shire that would listen, look outside the square and 40 

come up with an innovative approach that will lead us into the future with 
longevity and allow us to keep our community as a whole.' That's our focus.   

 We don't want our community fractured.  There's nothing to be gained by 
dividing people, and dividing this community and sending the large proportion 
of us to Berrigan and some to Murrumbidgee just undermines the social 45 
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fabric, the economic fabric and any other contingency you put in place.  So, to 
have had that dealt out to us on 18 December gave us a really deep sense of 
betrayal.  The boundary adjustment that allowed that to happen had never 
been put before us.  In fact, we had been told that there was no appetite for 
any sort of boundary readjustment at all, we weren't to discuss it, it was off the 5 

table and that could not happen.  And it did.   

 So, what that effectively has done, not only has it left us without our preferred 
option of standing alone, and not only then, the next cab off the rank was then 
to merge us with Berrigan.  You know, moving down the list we were thinking, 
'We're not getting a very good deal here', then it fractured us and we now are 10 

in no man's land trying to get a place where we can belong where our 
community can have some say into the future.   

 Our very real fear is that we will lose jobs.  Now, the legislation says that staff 
protection's in place.  It's hard to comprehend efficiencies and economies of 
scale being achieved without a serious fallout in job loss.  No matter how the 15 

new entity is constructed, the harsh reality is that we will lose people and our 
community will suffer.  We'll have less jobs, we'll have less government 
presence, it will undermine our business and service community, it will lead to 
loss of jobs in our health service, our schools, and inevitably it will be 
undermined and this community will suffer.  The direct input back into our 20 

community of $815,000 per annum will be seriously depleted and then the 
loss of income from the jobs that are sacrificed will make it very, very difficult 
for our community to survive into the future.   

 We're also vastly concerned about representation.  You don't have to be 
Einstein to work out that we will have very little, if any, representation at the 25 

table.  Not only will we become a new entity but we will have a very difficult 
job to have any influence at the table if we get to the table.  So, some serious 
thought has to go into how this community will be represented into the future 
and we feel that that will not be adequately serviced with a Berrigan merger.  
Thank you.   30 

Facilitator: Thank you, and now Councillor Moffit will conclude the remainder of the time 
for Council.   

Craig: Well, thank you, Tim, and we welcome the opportunity to have something to 
say.  Clearly we're going to say a lot more in detail when we do our written 
submission.  There's some key issues here which our Mayor has touched on, 35 

but let me say that this is not about the Shire Council per se, this is about 
Local Government presence in this town and is more about the community.  
So, whilst I've said to my staff for the last four years, 'You are protected and 
you shouldn't worry about your jobs because in the new entity we still need 
people in this town to do the work', we never once envisaged a split that's 40 

been provided.  As our Mayor has said, that was always off the table, which 
misled us and took us in the wrong direction potentially.   

 But the reality of those protections, they don't really exist.  If you've got 43 
Local Government people in Jerilderie today with the greater Berrigan 
Council, which I understand to be 80 plus a bit in different times of the year, 45 
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you end up with, let's say, 132 people.  Clearly the Shire is more likely to be 
running in the future on about 90 to 100, maybe a little more.  So, in my 
estimation at least 25 jobs will disappear from Jerilderie, even with the 
protections.   

 The protections only exist to those people so they can't be forced to go 5 

somewhere else.  They can't be forced to be transferred to Berrigan Town, 
they can't be forced to transfer to Murrumbidgee, but what will happen is 
they'll be offered a cheque to go away, and that's what $5 million is going to 
be used for, one imagines, to encourage these people to go and find a job 
somewhere else because we don't need you here.  The ones that sit still and 10 

wait it out probably – and I've heard this sort of thing happening in the past 
where they're just sat in the corner on a computer, great operators given 
computer work, so the protections aren't what they appear to be in our 
opinion.  That's a really big issue.  Take 25 people out of this town and you 
can imagine, you don't need me to say, what that will do to this town.   15 

 Both Councils on behalf of their community have expressed opposition to this 
proposal and that's been no more dramatically encouraged than the 350 
people who turned up to a public meeting on 12 January.  What that 
community meeting did say though is there is a strong preference for any 
merger to the north and no preference for a merger with Berrigan, and the 20 

basis of that is what I've just said.  Therefore the community – and also they 
demonstrated that night strongly against the split of the Shire and there's a 
whole range of reasons for that, cultural as well as undermining the workforce. 

 One of the biggest issues of all for us, we like to call it or I like to call it the 
engineering enterprise in Jerilderie.  This Shire for 70 years has been carrying 25 

out works to help its community and that in the early days was to carry out on-
farm works to help the farming community grow.  That resulted in good gear, 
good capabilities, and that went on for, let's say, 50 years.  It still goes on 
today, but what's being replaced with that is a capability within an engineering 
workforce to build buildings, to build trucks, to build fire trails.   30 

 Now, the reality of that is it's created a workforce very capable in the 
engineering field and it's true to say that our focus over these 70 years and 
continues today is quite different to the focus in Berrigan, so the marriage 
between Berrigan and Jerilderie is not what it's cracked up to be.  We can 
easily see how somebody sitting in Sydney will draw circles on a map and 35 

come up with this picture that these underlying issues are the really important 
ones.   

 The other issue about engineering enterprise is that we've been growing our 
business to do more and more work on main roads, to the benefit of Jerilderie, 
its community and to the State Government.  We've got an excellent 40 

reputation thanks to a long-standing, capable engineer and his workforce.  
We've got a record which is easily recommended by others around us.  What 
the split actually does is take the work that we were growing into right away 
from Jerilderie.  95 percent of that work is actually in the top half of the Shire; 
it can grow into Murrumbidgee.  So, not only does it undermine the work, 45 
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there is no transfer in that area and there's no growth that we've been working 
diligently on in the last five years and getting some real traction with.   

 It's interesting to note that Berrigan proposes – and they said it this morning – 
a removal of the statutory protections for staff.  I maintain they don't need to 
do that because it's superficial anyway, and I can explain why.  But that does 5 

demonstrate the attitude – perhaps quite rightly – of why they can't cope with 
132 staff that's not limited, so their way of dealing with that is take away the 
protections and we'll be able to handle it.  We did carry out a business case 
with Berrigan.  Actually, Berrigan orchestrated it.  We were very much part of 
that, giving information.  A result of that was there were some minor benefits 10 

but the risks which I've described and everyone's describing far outweigh the 
benefits.   

 The other big issue is the rate issue.  If you marry half of Jerilderie with 
Berrigan, there are some very significant harmonisation proposals for rates.  
I've heard Berrigan say this morning something like a 70 percent increase in 15 

some areas and a 50 percent increase in other areas.  The reality of that is 
there are definitely big issues there, which the Government's said you've got 
to wait four years to do anything about that.  Now, one imagines quite easily 
that the animosity that's going to build up between towns as that processes 
through four years is really quite significant.   20 

 Our long history of collaboration will tell you that we've been collaborating with 
all the regional Councils around us, none more so than to the north.  To have 
no transfer and no inclusion of staff to the northern shire because of 
[indecipherable] simply makes this proposal that's been proposed quite 
unworkable.  So, in summary, this is a proposal – and it goes with the other 25 

one, the same situation exists – this community gets reduction in 
representation, it gets diminished access to the shire because they've been 
very well looked after, they can just walk up the street and we know each 
other, but that'll be done out of a different town, so that's a diminishing of 
access.   30 

 We get reduction in service levels.  Now, that's not just me saying it.  Berrigan 
said it very loudly this morning.  Right across the board, diminishing service 
levels.  In fact, in their statements they talk about our support for a doctor is 
unlikely to be the sort of thing that the new Council would consider.  The rate 
increase I imagine – and on top of that, there really isn't any savings.  35 

Anybody who suggests that $20,000 or $40,000 a year in a budget of 25 
million, really, are we kidding each other here? So, there's no benefits, there's 
a lot of risks and a lot of damage to be done on the way, and it's not just the 
Shire, it's the community that gets hurt.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you, sir.  Apologies.  Mr Moffit is of course the General Manager of 40 

Council rather than the Councillor.  Because we have a large number of 
speakers and a room that's a little bit tricky, I'm going to ask a number of 
speakers to come up and sit at the side to prepare so that we can have them 
come through in an orderly fashion, so if I could ask, please, Zenda Purcell, 
Greg Purcell, Joy Knight, Dennis Tinkler, and Lawrence Blackmore, if you 45 
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could come forward and just take a seat in the pew there, that would be great.  
Then we can move through you and then I'll call the next batch of speakers 
after that.  Thank you.  Zenda Purcell will be our next speaker today.  Of 
course, individual speakers today have four minutes, so I'll give you a warning 
at three minutes just so that you know how much time's available.   5 

Zenda: To all my community members and workmates and everything, my opinion of 
this proposal, Berrigan proposal, as far as I'm concerned Berrigan's proposal 
for a split merger is our death warrant and I'm asking that we don't sign our 
death warrant.  If the New South Wales Government splits us down the 
middle, this is what will probably happen to us.  There'll be no offices.  Gone.  10 

No depot.  Gone.  No machinery worth millions upon millions of dollars.  Gone 
to either Murrumbidgee or Berrigan or both, and they don't really want our 
staff to operate them.  Jerilderie Shire workforce, be gone.   

 Most of the 43 jobs gone from Jerilderie, the Jerilderie Shire Council that 
interprets 43 or 44 people at, say, an average of three to four people per 15 

family, that's 176 people that will be lost out of the community to go elsewhere 
to find jobs.  That will be devastating.  No businesses.  Gone.  No people.  
Gone.  No town.  Gone.  No emergency services.  Gone.  No more fire trucks 
being built for RFS.  Gone.  No private work done for coal farmers or around 
the area for Jerilderie.  Gone.  As far as I'm concerned, this will be a complete 20 

disaster for Jerilderie.   

 Jerilderie Shire Council, as said before, spends over $800,000 in our 
community per annum.  Not only is this $800,000 or so spent here, but you 
also have to think of the 43 or 44 employees and their families that spend 
money in this town down the street, all our businesses etcetera who do spend 25 

a lot as well.  That will be gone.  Jerilderie Shire Council is the backbone of 
the Jerilderie community.  The Jerilderie community is the backbone of 
Jerilderie Shire Council.  I'm begging you, please don't sign that death warrant 
by splitting us down the middle.  Thank you very much.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Do we have Greg Purcell here today? No, Greg's not speaking 30 

today.  We'll move then to Joy Knight, who's our next speaker.   

Joy: Thank you, Mr Stubbs.  Joy Knight speaking.  I'm here to speak on behalf of 
Jerilderie New South Wales Country Women's Association.  We've got grave 
concerns about the splitting of the Jerilderie Shire between Murrumbidgee 
Shire and Berrigan Shire.  We believe the division of our shire will result in a 35 

large number of job losses, which is what the people have said before me.  In 
turn, this will impact on our service centre, including our doctor, pharmacy and 
hospitals.  If we would lose these services, our elderly population will be 
severely affected.  With no taxis, no train and no bus in our services for our 
elderly and for those people without cars, they have no way of getting to these 40 

services, so they'll be forced to relocate, not just the young ones but the old 
ones.   

 Jerilderie Shire is our largest employer, as Zenda has just stated.  It also 
trades in our town.  Now, without this trade, our newsagency, tyre service, 
post office vet, and when I thought about all the other places, what about our 45 
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bank – of which obviously the Jerilderie Shire is a large customer, and we 
only have one bank – our engineering works – and that just mentions just a 
few – will also be affected.  In an ideal world, which we heard about earlier in 
the month of January, new drivers in the industries to our town would be 
fantastic but we have no NBN, we have no natural gas and we have a great 5 

reduction in water, and I just wonder, how are we to pull this off? If we're to 
retain most of these services, we need to merge as a shire, as a whole.  And 
as Jerilderie works closely with Murrumbidgee Shire, we as CWA members 
believe this would be a better fit for the future.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  I'm not sure if the next speaker is with us yet, Dennis Tinkler.  10 

Dennis is not here yet, in which case we'll move to our following speaker, 
Lawrence Blackmore.   

Lawrence: Thank you, Rachel, Tim Stubbs.  My name is Laurie Blackmore.  I'm a 
Jerilderie ratepayer.  I'm also the RSL President of Jerilderie Sub Branch.  It 
was always my understanding and it was conveyed to us by the General 15 

Manager that Jerilderie Shire did give help to the local doctor.  My concern is 
that I'm sure that Berrigan Shire didn't, and it was also confirmed by the 
General Manager that they probably wouldn't give the same amount of help to 
our local medical services.  As the RSL President, I'm very concerned for the 
veterans' health.  They have served your country, our country, and it is time 20 

that we gave them something back.  If our medical facilities here are 
diminished in any way, then I fear that the health of the veterans will not be as 
good as it should be.  As was just said, we don't have taxis, we don't have all 
those sorts of things to get where city people can.   

 I'm also concerned as the RSL President because we get a lot of help from 25 

the Shire on Anzac Day.  We are one of those people and we're rather 
dogmatic and we're going to march down that main street regardless, so the 
Shire provide the staff.  And I'm sure it's a cost to the Shire.  I've never 
wanted to mention it because they might send the bill to the RSL, but 
unfortunately today I've had to mention it.  But the Shire need staff to block off 30 

the roads and being a public holiday, my guess is that it costs the Shire and 
it's something that I think the Shire ratepayers are prepared to pay for for that 
one day of Anzac Day.   

 As a member of this sports club, a lot of you would not realise that 10, 15 
years ago, whenever it was that I took over as the Secretary/Treasurer for a 35 

while, this club was gone.  There was no other word to say it.  It was gone.  I 
wrote a letter to the Shire.  The next thing we knew, the Shire made a couple 
of decisions and hey presto, we were back and up and running, and it was 
only through the local Council doing that.  I find it very difficult to believe that 
had we been amalgamated with Berrigan at that stage that this club would still 40 

be here.  I know there've been a couple of clubs down south that had some 
problems and Berrigan Shire just didn't give the support that we got from 
Jerilderie Shire.   

 As a member of the Australia Day Committee, we've received wonderful help 
from Jerilderie Shire in kind.   45 
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Facilitator: One minute. 

Lawrence: One minute.  Goodness.  Geez, I talk a lot.  Righto.  So, we get great help 
from the Shire in kind.  We have lovely fireworks where the money raised 
goes to next year.  We don't want to raise money this year for fireworks in 
Tocumwal next year.  As a ratepayer whose parents owned a property in 5 

Jerilderie and shifted to Berrigan, my father told me, Laurie, you are in the 
lucky shire.  We have four towns.  You have one.  The towns in the other 
shire, they're all trying to get the same dollar.  The only thing – I'd better stop 
quickly or I'll run out of time – is that I'm not in favour of the amalgamation and 
if it ain't broke, don't fix it.   10 

Facilitator: Thank you to that group of speakers.  I'll now call the next group of speakers, 
and you might notice that some of the order's a bit different because we had a 
few speakers who decided they don't wish to speak today, so the numbers 
won't be quite matching the order that we're up to.  So, could I please ask 
Paul Ryan, Catherine Sweeny, Faith Bryce, Karen Sleeman and Timothy 15 

Sheed to come and take a seat at the front? Paul Ryan will be our next 
speaker.   

Paul: Good afternoon, folks.  Welcome to the Jerilderie Sports Club.  Not a bad 
spot.  I don't know why they haven't got the barbeque on.  It's a great spot to 
be.  It's a great town to be in.  [indecipherable] and I have been here for 40-20 

something years.  We can’t have been here that long, but this is a fact.  I'm a 
life member of the Jerilderie Apex Club which many of you know has built a lot 
of wonderful facilities around Jerilderie, and when Jerilderie community gets 
behind them and the Shire, they come to make them even stronger again.   

 I'm a President of the local Lions Club here in Jerilderie and a couple of years 25 

ago the aged care hostel over in Wodonga – which is not in Jerilderie, it's in 
Wodonga – with the Jerilderie community, with the help of a very good ladies' 
gardening group committee, raised 35,000 in two months to send over to help 
build that hostel over in Wodonga.  I'm not going to speak too long because 
I've got an eight-page transcript in my big pocket and I'm not going to bore 30 

you with that, but I'll go down the pub and talk about it later.  Anyhow, it's a 
great community and whoever happens to make a decision in Sydney about 
doing something that doesn't really suit Jerilderie, you'll hear more about it, 
okay? Don't forget that, Tim.   

 I'd say that I'm not prejudiced at all.  I was born in Cobram.  I'm Victorian.  35 

That makes people worry, doesn't it? I was raised in Berrigan.  I built his pub 
for him.  In Jerilderie all our married life and I'm looking at [indecipherable].  
I'm not quite sure what'll happen there.  Good luck, and I hope it all works out 
whatever happens, okay? Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Our next speaker is Catherine Sweeny.   40 

Catherine: My name's actually Catherine [indecipherable].  Everybody knows me as 
[indecipherable].  I am a member of the Jerilderie – the Australian Red Cross, 
I have been for 50 years, and I'm very concerned about the future of our shire.  
I've lived most of my life in Jerilderie, although I was married in Berrigan.  I 
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have raised my children, contributing to the community of Jerilderie.  In all, I 
have given a total of over 250 years of volunteering to my town because I 
really care.  Please consider a town has a heart.  The people are its heart.  
Please don't rip it out.  The loss of jobs, with no jobs, no income, families will 
be forced to relocate.  The whole town economy will suffer if we lose up to 20 5 

of our staff from our Council.  The Jerilderie Shire Council is the largest 
employer in town.  If we are forced to do a split merger, which we do not want, 
the repercussions will be enormous.   

 My questions, will we be able to keep the 100 megs high security water for 
Lake Jerilderie? Council support for our doctor will cease.  Berrigan Shire 10 

does not financially support their doctors.  Our Council offers interest-free 
loans and gives assistance to not-for-profit organisations.  At the present time, 
our parks and gardens are the envy of the surrounding townspeople and 
trekkers who stop to take a break at the lake on their journey.  How long will 
this last for? Plus, Jerilderie has a lot of support services: ambulance, health 15 

service, the MPS, doctors, chemist, two schools, one preschool, sporting 
clubs, rural and town fire brigades, aquatic and service clubs.  If our Council is 
forced to split, we will see a reduction in all of our services and this will spell 
disaster for our town as we know it.  The thousands of hours volunteers have 
given over the years will mean nothing.  Our shire works depot is fully 20 

equipped and provides apprenticeship training.  This will cease.   

 What will Jerilderie gain from a split merger? A community divided, loss of 
jobs, loss of economy to our supermarket, butcher, bakery, newsagent, 
chemist, banks etcetera.  All of our services will suffer.  Why, after 100 years 
of Local Government achieved by dedication of committed Councillors, are we 25 

deemed to be unfit for the future? We'll lose our identity and no longer be 
known as the Jerilderie Shire Council.  Loss of what we as Australians have 
built together, losing community spirit and the experiences of nature, 
adversity, dedication and hard work have provided, now with the stroke of a 
pen on a map, it will all go.   30 

 Whole of shire amalgamation with Murrumbidgee will enable both our shires 
to grow strong - - - 

Facilitator: One minute, ma'am.   

Catherine:  - - - with many skills and services to share, not taken away from us.  There is 
nothing to be gained by sending our people to the south and our land to the 35 

north.  We must keep our shire together.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  I now invite Faith Bryce to speak.   

Faith: Mr Stubbs, as a current Senior Councillor of Jerilderie Shire, I have, along 
with my fellow Councillors, for the last three years attended all fit for the future 
workshops, read many blueprints, road maps, templates, models, analysis 40 

papers and recently two merger proposals.  The two merger proposals 
introduced a boundary change which splits our shire and community into a 
divorced state, which was never prompted by Government to us or by our own 
organisation or, to our knowledge, our neighbours to the Government.  As in 
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any divorce, the difficult decisions arising in dividing assets will leave one half 
of the partnership in disarray.  Obviously our community will be the partner 
which stands to lose the most.   

 Each shire Council concerned runs their own business quite differently and, 
for each, quite efficiently to themselves.  However, these differences will have 5 

a huge impact on our community when local representation, as predicted in 
the Berrigan-Jerilderie merger, may be scaled very low due to the population 
over the five townships and rural areas when calculated.  This will also be a 
similar problem in the merger with Murrumbidgee and our northern section of 
Jerilderie Shire.  In both instances we would be relying on maybe one 10 

Councillor going in to bat for our share of delivery of service.   

 Currently our Council supports, among many community assets, our medical 
centre and its operatives.  If this service was lost, the flow-on effect to our 
chemist and hospital is unknown and immeasurable.  How could one 
Councillor have a hope of retaining this when the other four towns currently 15 

don't get that support? Our rural community with its vast road network 
requires a huge annual investment for its upkeep.  Currently, by employing 
locals through our own shire organisation, we keep jobs in our town and in 
turn, money flows through the local businesses, and in the proposed new 
entity this will probably not be the case as contract work and workers would 20 

be sourced out of our own community.   

 In everything I have read, it seems our Jerilderie Council employees have to 
fight for their jobs to be retained.  I was under the impression this was to be a 
merger where all positions of both Councils should be in the same situation.  
Why then are only our employees under threat? It seems more like a 25 

takeover, not a merger.  Here again I wonder how one Councillor in the new 
entity will be able to fight and be heard for their local employees and their 
positions.  Most of these employees - - - 

Facilitator: One minute, ma'am.   

Faith: - - - will still need to work after a merger, and if they have to leave the 30 

community to gain employment, our community will most certainly suffer as 
our businesses lose income and our schools and community organisations 
lose numbers.  In response to the merger proposals which split our shire and 
community, our people have reacted in a way which shows their true feelings 
for keeping our boundaries where they should be.  We have voted 35 

unanimously to attempt a new merger proposal which keeps the whole of 
Jerilderie Shire together and merges with Murrumbidgee Shire.  There is a 
written support for this merger from ministers, local members, and, 
generously, the Berrigan Shire.  We can only hope that you convey this to the 
minister but we see this as the only way to keep our community together.  Any 40 

other way will just destroy it.  Our community cannot afford a divorce. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  I now invite Karen Sleeman to speak.   

Karen: Thank you, Rachel.  My name is Karen Sleeman.  I live on a farm with my 
husband in the Jerilderie Shire and our four children.  I represent the Jerilderie 
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Cricket Club, St Joseph's School Council and the Four Creeks Festival 
Committee.  I haven't lived here very long but my husband is the fourth 
generation here on our farm, and we'd love nothing more than the opportunity 
for our children to have an opportunity if they want to take that on as well, 
however I fear this amalgamation process will leave them with no chance of 5 

running a successful business due to the decimation of their town.   

 Here in Jerilderie I think we all understand that we may have to amalgamate, 
but the fact is, these two proposals that have been put forward by the 
Government are going to have a devastating impact on Jerilderie both 
physically and in spirit and of all the outcomes that we could be left to deal 10 

with, splitting us in half is by far the worst.  It's no wonder our community is 
outraged, however we do live in hope of achieving a much more workable 
alternative to move forward which, as our previous speaker suggested, was 
the whole of Murrumbidgee and whole of Jerilderie merger.   

 Jerilderie Shire Council, as other speakers have said, employs 43 people, and 15 

if only a small number of those jobs were lost, this would have a devastating 
impact on us socially and economically.  It would put in motion a series of 
events that would have a devastating knock-on effect.  A person with just a 
rudimentary understanding of economics can grasp this.  Each of our Council 
shire staff spend their pay every week in the local businesses and Council 20 

itself spends $815,000 a year in local businesses, so should this merger go 
ahead, there's a very real chance that much of that will be lost and that's 
when the tip of the iceberg begins.   

 Because staff from private businesses will be laid off as businesses take that 
savage financial hit, we'll be forced to move elsewhere to get jobs.  Some 25 

businesses may close altogether.  We'll have a declining population, our 
schools may close and our house values could well plummet as well.  We 
could lose our bank, our post office, eateries, agricultural support businesses, 
all within a very short period of time.   

 As others have mentioned as well, our doctor is a vital service for our ageing 30 

population.  Our Council at the moment provides the building and equipment 
for that service.  There is no guarantee that that would continue if we were 
taken over by Berrigan Shire.  They don't provide buildings or equipment for 
other doctors in other towns, so there's a very real possibility that they would 
not continue to service that in Jerilderie as well.  If we did lose our doctor, we 35 

may also lose our chemist and we may lose our hospital which we fought so 
hard to keep.  Our library and other services are not currently closely affiliated 
with Berrigan, they are more closely affiliated with the shire to the north, and 
we would have to undergo significantly change to realign which would cost 
money that doesn't need to be spent.  The whole idea of this amalgamation I 40 

thought was to save money.   

 If this goes ahead, the majority of our sporting and recreational assets will fall 
under the control of the Berrigan Shire also, which is a concern to Jerilderie 
Cricket Club.  We're concerned about the maintenance of Jerilderie's facilities 
as Berrigan Shire does not currently maintain its sporting facilities very well.  I 45 
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understand that people have to mow their own grounds.  Our volunteers do a 
power of work for our clubs and we get tremendous support from Jerilderie 
Shire Council.  Our volunteering rate is almost twice the state and national 
averages.  And I'm concerned there'll be an additional burden for volunteers 
taking up some of that maintenance.   5 

 We'll also only make up 12.6 percent of the new shire, which would have a 
devastating impact on our elective representation, and there's a very real 
possibility that our rates may increase despite a lack of services.  Council 
amalgamations have occurred already in Queensland and Victoria and it's 
actually been shown that rate revenue is increased and there's been more 10 

debt in those areas than there was before, so how well is it working? So, I'd 
just like to ask the Premier to strongly reconsider his proposal and give us the 
chance to come up with a proposal that gives us a chance for our future and 
our children's future.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  I now invite Timothy Sheed to speak.   15 

TImothy: Thank you.  Good afternoon, everybody.  Thanks, Tim.  As a Councillor for 17 
years on Jerilderie Shire, we've had amalgamations hanging over our heads 
since I came on in '99.  Never once was there a proposal to split the Shire.  
That is totally, totally off the map, it never was on the map, and it's a sneaky 
and a vexatious and a dishonest proposal.  I'm absolutely outraged at the 20 

thought that the Shire will be divided.  Amalgamation, yep, we can work with 
that, but splitting, no.   

 I'm not going to go over points that other people have hit on but people will 
recall that for 18 months we were without a doctor, back in the early 2000s, 
and the town started to die rapidly, because in those days we had two 25 

supermarkets, we've now got one.  It was just tearing the heart out of the town 
and it's still probably recovering from that time.  When we've got a doctor, the 
town is – people come to the town from out of town to get their services, get 
their goods and so on.  So, the other one, I don't know whether you 
mentioned it, sports club, gone.  I thought that was a good speech.   30 

 And another thing I've just – as I said, I'm not going to go over the same 
points that others have touched on if I can avoid them, but the comment was 
made at the Berrigan meeting this morning, 'our masters in Sydney'.  They are 
not our masters, they are our servants.  Let's get that right.  And the other 
thing I'll make a point on is that Jerilderie, like all Councils and entities, has a 35 

unique cultural heritage and to split that, that cultural heritage is lost, and 
that's not going to happen.  So, in politics, business and culture, division is 
death.  Jerilderie can't be divided.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  I'd like to now call our next group of speakers to come forward.  
Thank you to that group of speakers.  Can I please have Brendan 40 

[indecipherable], John Cox, Wendy Smith, Gail Smith, Julie [indecipherable]? 
If you could come forward and just take a seat at the side, that would be 
great.  Thank you.  Thank you, folks.  We have Brendan [indecipherable] 
speaking.   
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Brendan: Thank you.  I'd like to acknowledge Mr Aplin, Ruth McRae, and thank you, Mr 
Stubs.  Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.  My name is Brendan 
[indecipherable] and I'm here today on behalf of the Apex Club of Jerilderie to 
which I'm the President this year.  I'd like to put forward our views on the 
proposed merger between the Jerilderie and Berrigan Shire Councils.  The 5 

Jerilderie Apex Club currently has an excellent working relationship with the 
Council.  This has been an ongoing relationship over many years which has 
enabled us to successfully run many fundraising events for our local 
community.  These events use Council-owned facilities which are maintained 
to an excellent level by enthusiastic local employees.   10 

 The proposed merger will strip away the local feel to our relationship.  The 
ability to have direct access to our decision makers at short notice ensures 
our events run smoothly.  Under the current proposal, collaborative decisions 
will be very hard to achieve in a timely manner.  How difficult will it be to get 
answers on a weekend, the time in which most of our events take place? 15 

Currently the members of our club are completely satisfied with the level of 
service, representation and consultation.   

 The ability of our club to maintain a strong membership over the last ten years 
despite a declining population shows how community-minded our residents 
are.  What is also clearly evident is the area in which our members have 20 

grown up.  70 percent of the club's current membership were born and bred in 
Jerilderie.  The current Shire Council is a large employer in our town, which 
others have mentioned, the loss of which is sure to have a detrimental effect 
on our membership base.  The success of our past fundraising events is 
vastly due to the extensive amount of volunteer hours.  On average, each 25 

member contributes 59 hours a year to community projects.  Volunteering in 
our community is indicated at 36 percent.  This is more than twice the New 
South Wales average of 17 percent.  This is guaranteed to decline if the 
proposal succeeds.   

 We have anecdotal evidence to support that the structure of the Berrigan 30 

Shire doesn't include provisions for the maintenance of its sporting and racing 
facilities.  If we are to merge, the maintenance of our town's facilities would 
need to be completed by volunteers that could otherwise have the time to 
commit to Apex.  Such circumstances have already led to the closures of 
Berrigan, Tocumwal and Barooga Apex Clubs.  The only remaining club in 35 

that shire, which is Finley, also has a declining membership.  The loss of 
Council spending in local businesses will have an immediate impact on our 
membership numbers which will place more strain on the remaining members 
to complete our funding activities.   

 The departure of jobs from town will be the initial impact of this proposal.  The 40 

ongoing impacts will be the discouragement of young people to stay in the 
town, loss of medical services through declining patient numbers, and 
declining enrolments at our local schools.  All of these add up to less numbers 
in our club which results in less volunteer hours, compounding the need for 
the local community to actively seek more government grants and assistance.  45 

The success of our club in the past has provided facilities to the Shire which 
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otherwise wouldn't have proceeded without a more significant monetary input 
from the Shire – sorry, from the New South Wales Government.   

 With all the aforementioned points in mind, we, the Jerilderie Apex Club, 
believe the current proposal to merge part of the Jerilderie Shire with the 
Berrigan Shire is not a fit for the future proposal.  We know that it is our duty 5 

to keep informed of our will and anything that comes before parliament.  It is 
our will that you take immediate action to pursue a complete merger of the 
Jerilderie Shire with the Murrumbidgee Shire.  We believe a proposal of this 
nature - - - 

Facilitator: One minute, sir.   10 

Brendan: - - - will be more beneficial to our club through better interactions with the 
Shire's population.  This proposal would provide more of an equal spread of 
population across three agriculture-based towns instead of competing with 
two tourism-based towns being Barooga and Tocumwal in the Berrigan Shire.  
Thanks to the Delegate and thank you to everyone else. 15 

Facilitator: Thank you, sir.  I now invite John Cox to come forward. 

John: I won't take very long.  We know what we're all here for.  It scares us, that 
we're going to lose our Shire and it's going to be split up.  Sorry, is that better? 
Yes, born in Victoria, lived in Berrigan and now live in Jerilderie and been 
here for 40-odd years and it is a great Council.  It would be sad to see it split 20 

apart.  Now, if it is split apart, unfortunately this will become a ghost town and 
it will become a Centrelink town.  Look at the savings that you'll lose there.  
Thank you very much.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Our next speaker is Wendy Smith.   

Wendy: Good afternoon, everyone.  My name is Wendy Smith and I'm the Practice 25 

Manager of the Jerilderie Medical Centre.  I'm here today to express my and 
Dr [indecipherable] concerns about the proposed amalgamations for Jerilderie 
Shire with Berrigan and Murrumbidgee Shires.  I have worked at the Jerilderie 
Medical Centre with Dr [indecipherable] for the past ten years and he has 
been practicing full-time from there for the past 13 years and has worked very 30 

hard to build us into a prosperous business.  He is also the VMO for the 
Jerilderie Hospital.   

 As the building, practice equipment and doctor's residence are owned by the 
Jerilderie Shire, we work very closely with them to ensure that the best 
possible healthcare is provided to the residents of Jerilderie and surrounding 35 

areas.  We have grave concerns for the future of these buildings should this 
proposed amalgamation proceed, as we are aware that not all shires support 
their medical practices the same way as Jerilderie Shire.  Dr [indecipherable] 
currently employs six staff and has recently employed a female doctor to join 
our team at Jerilderie Medical Centre starting in February – she's actually 40 

already started.   
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 We have obtained the services of visiting allied health workers to visit the 
practice regularly so elderly patients do not have to travel for these services, 
examples of podiatry, physiotherapy, dietician, psychologist.  We are very 
concerned that if the Shire is split with the two other shires it will compound 
very heavily on jobs available to the community of Jerilderie, thus leading to 5 

residents moving from the town to gain employment.  This would affect all 
businesses in the town, causing closures and further population decline.  If 
the population was to drop significantly, this would definitely have an impact 
on the healthcare services as it would no longer be sustainable to continue as 
a full-time practice and could cause closure altogether.   10 

 Our towns, sporting clubs, schools, rural fire service and community-based 
voluntary clubs such as Apex and Lions would be impacted as well.  If there is 
to be an amalgamation, we would prefer for the Shire as a whole to join 
Murrumbidgee.  We currently work with the Murrumbidgee Primary Health 
Services and Murrumbidgee Local Health District.   15 

 Change is not always better.  In recent years the Government has seen fit to 
make changes to our area of division twice.  The first time back in 2011, we 
were moved from the Murrumbidgee division of general practice to the Hume 
Medicare Local and then in 2015 we were moved back to the Murrumbidgee 
Primary Health Service.  The Government make these changes to improve 20 

the health services of Australia.  Both of these changes were very disruptive 
due to changes in staffing of divisions and allied health, not to mention the 
amount of money that was spent by the Government to implement these 
changes, and as a medical practice, we cannot see any significant benefit 
from these moves.  Hopefully if the Shire was to amalgamate as a whole with 25 

the Murrumbidgee Shire we can work together to grow and support our towns, 
the job loss would be kept to a minimum, the medical services would remain 
the same and it would have less impact on the town.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Our next speaker is Gail Smith.   

Gail: Hello, Mr Stubbs.  I apologise for repeating what a lot of other speakers have 30 

said.  My name is Gail Smith and I have lived in Jerilderie for 23 years.  My 
husband Peter moved to the big city of Jerilderie from the town of Urana 45 
years ago.  For the last 15 years, Peter and I have operated small tourism-
based businesses in Jerilderie.  Together we have raised three sons here.  
The youngest, who's 18, is Jerilderie's Young Citizen of the Year for 2016 and 35 

our local secondary school's school captain.   

 I understand that originally this Local Government review process was 
undertaken because there were communities that have not been well and 
fairly serviced by their Councils and this review was to address those 
inequalities and inefficiencies, and at no stage was realignment of shire 40 

boundaries to be considered.  We were told there were to be no forced 
amalgamations but it is also my understanding that Jerilderie recognised early 
in this review process that even though its preferred option was to stand alone 
as a rural Council, it was not going to be allowed to do so.   
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 Though the bottom line was that no community was to be worse off under any 
proposed restructure, this current merger proposal would seek to do so not 
only for Jerilderie but apparently Berrigan as well.  One only has to drink our 
water, travel on our roads, drive down our main street, notice that we have a 
hospital and a chemist to realise that this is not a community that is poorly 5 

serviced or treated unfairly by inefficient Council.   

 I believe both present Local Government merger proposals would see a 
downgrading or removal of services and democratic representation that this 
community presently receives.  The economic impact of job loss, the removal 
of employment opportunity, and in the Berrigan proposal withdrawal of service 10 

support to our doctor as well as increased rates would have such a 
detrimental impact on our community socially and economically that we would 
never recover.   

 And just how do we get fair and productive representation when Berrigan's 
preferred voting structure is no wards and our population numbers would be 15 

less than 20 percent of the new entity? Here in Jerilderie, Council and 
community have a symbiotic relationship, one that has existed since 
formation.  Our Council has become innovative over the years in order to 
achieve the quality of services and thereby life that we as a community enjoy.  
It would appear that the biggest hurdle Council faces in provision of these 20 

services is successive State Governments' duck-shoving and continual 
moving of the bar.   

 To live in Jerilderie is to live in a clean, well-presented and friendly town.  We 
get our gutters cleaned through resource sharing with an adjoining shire, 
rubbish bins emptied and have a full-time library where we can learn how to 25 

do family research or download e-books.  Primary school children gather 
there after school and preschoolers come for story time.  A ladies' group knit 
or crochet blankets to donate – meet t here.  Our rural communities have 
pools which they utilise as their hubs and quality roads to get their produce to 
market.  Our community has all these things because they were identified by 30 

community and through their relationship with Council achieved.   

 Sport is a part of our sporting lives and our facilities are awesome.  My boys 
grew up playing cricket on a turf pitch that is laid on the same soil they use at 
the MCG.  We also have netball, tennis, bowls and a football ground that can 
all be used under lights.  Just how do you think a place like Jerilderie gets 35 

these sorts of facilities and maintains them without a strong relationship 
between community and Council?  

 By the middle of the long recent drought, our lake had no water in it.  You 
could see it was starting to take a toll not only physically, as many had 
stopped walking around the lake, but also mentally as community spirits fell.  40 

Jerilderie Council recognised this and so went about securing water for the 
lake, thereby positively assisting the ongoing physical and mental health of 
our community during the long and ongoing years of the drought .With no 
historical ties or knowledge of our community and with little or no 
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representation, how would this have been addressed and those needs 
recognised under the merger proposal?  

 If efficiencies are attached to numbers, you would think that our numbers 
would produce decreasing standards of - - - 

Facilitator: If you could wrap up now, that's time. 5 

Gail: Thank you.  But our community continues to benefit from Jerilderie Council's 
well-managed, efficient and innovative strategies, as it has done for decades.  
In a fair and democratic world, a Council would be left alone to do what it has 
done so well since formation: provide productive employment, services for 
both the rural and urban communities of Jerilderie by meeting the needs of 10 

our entire community, and to continue to give us a quality of life to be 
admired.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Our next speaker is Julie [indecipherable].   

Julie: Mr Stubbs, I'm Julie [indecipherable].  I'm a ratepayer in Jerilderie Shire and 
an employee of Jerilderie Shire Council.  Jerilderie's a great place to live, it's a 15 

fantastic and welcoming community, and Jerilderie Shire Council is an 
innovative, resourceful, well-managed and well-respected Council.  As a 
Council staff member, I know firsthand the uncertainty of what is happening is 
taking a toll on the staff.  The New South Wales Government has shown no 
concern about the effects of this proposal on employees.  The Government, 20 

while claiming to provide employee protection for three years, actually has a 
disclaimer that staff numbers must be retained only as far as is reasonably 
practicable.  I'm concerned about our jobs and our community.   

 Jerilderie Shire Council is the largest employer in the Shire with 43 
employees, including two apprentices, and is a critical factor in local 25 

community sustainability.  Any reduction in staff numbers will have a 
detrimental effect on the community both socially and on the economy.  
Wages will be lost to the town as families will be forced to move away.  We all 
know what will happen to local businesses and organisations and schools 
when the number of staff are reduced and therefore the population and 30 

economy of our town is reduced.  Council estimates that if the split and merge 
goes ahead there will be 15 to 25 Council jobs lost.  How does the 
Government propose to get new jobs into Jerilderie to replace those jobs lost?  

 Council has for years been trying to entice industry to this area.  It's not as 
easy as just saying, 'Let's create industry in the bush.' Already, through many 35 

government initiatives over many years, rural towns have suffered through 
loss of services such as closing of government works depots, tertiary 
education downgrades, closing or downgrading of our hospital services and 
the taking of our irrigation water causing untold damage to rural communities.  
And with every new government initiative, small towns are suffering through 40 

the loss of services and population.  Now the Government wants to destroy 
our community through the destruction of our Council.   
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 The divisive nature of this proposal, in both splitting our Local Government 
area and then creating a merger with another area, has a very real potential to 
create resentment between Councillors, staff and communities.  I'm worried 
that Jerilderie will be severely disadvantaged through minimal or non-existent 
Councillor representation from the split and merged Jerilderie Shire area.  5 

Diminishing local services and local service delivery, differing levels of 
services across the newly formed Council area, increasing rates, lack of 
expenditure on local projects and no partnership between the new entity and 
local businesses and community organisations are cause for concern.  
Council spends in excess of $800,000 per annum in the community through 10 

employment of local businesses and purchase of goods. 

Facilitator: One minute, madam.   

Julie: How is the Jerilderie economy expected to survive if the newly formed Council 
does not patronise Jerilderie businesses and suppliers? The proposal talks 
about use of state-wide purchasing agreements as a savings tool, however 15 

Councils in small communities have a responsibility to utilise local businesses 
wherever practical to support the local economy.   

 What would make Jerilderie a stronger community is industry, which in turn 
would increase our population.  Funny enough, these are two things the 
Government seems hell bent on taking away from us.  How will the 20 

Government be held accountable for these mergers and the grandiose 
statements they have made when the alleged savings and efficiencies of the 
proposals do not occur? The New South Wales has lost all credibility with 
these merger proposals.  I sincerely hope they reassess their actions before 
they destroy our Councils, our towns and our communities.   25 

Facilitator: Thank you to that group of speakers.  Our next group of speakers includes 
Logan [indecipherable], Susan [indecipherable], Justin Williams, Freddie 
Dowling.  If you could just come and take a seat on the side here to help me 
through, that would be great.  Do we have Logan with us? Looks like we don't.   

Susan: My name's Susan [indecipherable].  I'm the Manager of Development here at 30 

Jerilderie Shire.  I've been in the role for nine years and I've been working in 
the region for 15 years, and during that time I was also a Heritage Advisor for 
Berrigan Shire.  The merger proposal on the table to merge the southern part 
of Jerilderie with Berrigan is currently a flawed proposal.  Throughout the 
document it says that the benefits will be there'll be standardised planning for 35 

the region, we'll have a better working relationship with state agencies and – 
they're the main two points I've got written down.   

 Okay.  Standardised planning has been in place in New South Wales since 
2006, and in 2012 and 2013 respectively, Jerilderie and Berrigan both 
standardised their planning instruments, and a quick review of last year's 40 

planning performance review shows that all complying developments for both 
shires were done using a state environmental planning policy for exempt and 
complying development.   
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 Having worked for both shires, there are some communities of interest, 
especially in relation to the rural areas.  However, the two shires have 
differing focus on where the resources should go.  Berrigan is focused largely 
on Tocumwal and Barooga because they are the towns that are developing 
the fastest.  Jerilderie on the other hand is rural-focused, as our road network 5 

takes up the majority of our funds each year.   

 I'd like to reiterate the fact that if there is a merger this way, that based on the 
statistical data from the census, Jerilderie will be lucky to get one Council 
representative.  The Local Government Act says that our jobs will be 
protected in the town of Jerilderie.  Now, in my particular section of Council, 10 

our jobs will be protected because we have two qualified staff.  However, it 
does not necessarily mean that we will be located in the town of Jerilderie.   

 With the growth being predominantly in Tocumwal and Barooga, we will most 
likely be located out of Berrigan Shire purely and simply to save time during 
the day.  This means that you would lose one very well-known local who does 15 

a lot of volunteer work and then you'll also lose access to the staff that you 
need to speak to when you want to do a development.  You will most likely 
have to travel to Berrigan to get that information.  So, the impact on the rural 
community will be that there will be under-representation and that there will be 
a reduced focus on the rural areas of the town and that there will also be 20 

reduced infrastructure for the town.   

 Finally, my main concern is that the review was only done based on financial 
factors.  There was nothing done on what the shires have actually achieved 
on their own with other state agencies.  For example, Jerilderie just finished 
all their flood documents under one lot of funding, under budget and under 25 

time.  We've also both completed our LEPs on time and on budget and we 
have also undertaken pilot programs for state agencies because of the size of 
our communities.  I'd like you to reconsider separating the Shire and putting it 
all in – if you have to merge it, merge it with just one Council and make sure 
that it's Murrumbidgee.  Thank you.   30 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Our next speaker's Justin Williams.   

Justin: Good afternoon, Tim.  My name's Justin Williams and I actually work with the 
outdoor staff in the Jerilderie Shire Council.  And, yeah, as a current long-time 
employee and ratepayer of the Jerilderie Shire Council, my co-workers and I, 
as well as the rest of the community, are pretty gutted at the prospect of 35 

Council now being split into two in a proposed amalgamation with 
Murrumbidgee and Berrigan Shire Councils.  We feel our jobs which are 
currently guaranteed – where practicable apparently – in some fashion in the 
new Council entities are very much at risk, with no guarantee that these 
employees will be required in either.   40 

 Currently the Jerilderie Shire Council is the town's biggest employer, again 
going over a lot of stuff that people have already said.  Losing these jobs in 
the town will have major financial and social burdens on this small community.  
Since nearly all employees reside within the Shire and many are actually 
ratepayers as well, losing these positions would have a detrimental effect as 45 
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most people shop and relax locally and inject money into the local community.  
Taking this money and people out of this community will impact on 
businesses, sporting associations, medical services, schools and anything 
else that may provide an income for those that reside here.   

 We're proud of what we achieve in our Local Government Council area with 5 

limited help from outside influences and we feel that the service we provide is 
second to none.  We're always looking outside of the box to enhance our 
Shire's reputation as well as doing our normal and everyday shire duties 
which sometimes people see that's all we do.  We feel our Council's efforts in 
embracing this amalgamation process have been brushed aside just to suit 10 

some agenda without any understanding of this area and its day to day 
operations.  Our Council has been very proactive throughout this process and 
all their efforts seem to have fallen on deaf ears.   

 Splitting our Council takes away our identity and therefore the level of service 
that people expect and get from us will no longer be there, especially if we 15 

end up being the northernmost town in a shire that consists of a number of 
towns already.  This proposal leaves very little chance of decent 
representation and the services we currently have would no longer be 
available.   

 Whilst to a point we understand that change is inevitable, in some form we 20 

feel we should be given a little bit more consideration and at least looked at as 
a whole entity instead of being split.  At worst, a total merger which sees us 
maybe go to the north is definitely a better option for our continued growth 
and sustainability and better for those that currently live, work and play in the 
Jerilderie Shire Council.  Thank you.   25 

Facilitator: Thank you, and our next speaker is Freddie Dowling.   

Freddie: I'll probably need that.  First I'd like to thank everyone for being here tonight.  
It's good to see you all, and thanks for giving us the opportunity.  I'm speaking 
for the whole of Jerilderie.  I'm a resident here and also I'm a designated 
representative for the Aboriginal Corporation, the Bangarang Aboriginal 30 

Corporation, who are the traditional owners of all of this area right since time 
began, before these towns were even thought of.   

 It was raised this morning, Malcolm Turnbull gave a speech on closing the 
gap.  Now, Jerilderie, we're proud – us Aboriginal people are proud of 
Jerilderie because they are closing the gap by having the two Aboriginal 35 

warriors on their logo.  Everybody that goes through the town drives past and 
goes, 'Gee, they recognise the Aboriginal people here', and that's terrific.  
This is the only place I know that does it.  Anyway, these days there's too 
much emphasis on making a colour for this area, a colour for that area.  We're 
not colours, we're not numbers, we're people.  In those areas there's a lot of 40 

culture, a lot of stuff that's gone on ever since the settlers came here, and 
worked at it, and Aboriginal culture's gone all the way from both rivers, from 
the Murrumbidgee down to the Murray.   
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 And as an Aboriginal person, I've seen a lot of stupid things that happen from 
government and injustice.  It doesn't make sense if you've got Berrigan Shire 
who's got four towns already in their shire – they've got Berrigan, Finley, 
Barooga and Tocumwal.  That's four.  Up in Murrumbidgee you've got two 
small towns.  Now, if there's going to have to be an amalgamation, keep 5 

Jerilderie in one place and join with those two up there and that's a sensible 
approach.  That's the way it should be done, because you helped those 
people and we've still got our people [indecipherable].  You go the other way, 
you're breaking everything up.  That's about all I can say.  Yeah, so just hope 
everyone works out things properly and we get a good result.  Thanks, Tim.  10 

Thanks.   

Facilitator: Thank you, and thank you to that group of speakers.  Our next group of 
speakers, if I could ask them to come forward, please, Jennifer 
[indecipherable], Ian Sneddon, and Brian Harrington.  And our next speaker 
will be Jennifer [indecipherable].   15 

Jennifer: I would like to congratulate all of the other speakers and I can't really add 
anything more, but I would like to ask – I'll keep it brief – I would like to ask a 
question.  Are you people listening to us? Are you listening? Have you heard 
what we have said today?  

Facilitator: Ma'am, this isn't a question and answer session.  It's your opportunity to 20 

speak to the Delegate.   

Jennifer: Well, that's all I wanted to know, you know, if – are you listening? 

Facilitator: Thank you.  And our next speaker is Ian Sneddon.   

Ian: Good, thank you.  Ian Sneddon, I own a business in town and I represent 
[indecipherable] Rural Fire Service, Tidy Towns and many others.  I've lived 25 

here for 36 years and I can't understand what's wrong with Jerilderie's fit for 
the future.  When I was first elected to Council in 1995, this Council discussed 
with their neighbours about resource sharing which didn't go ahead at that 
time.  It was a Council proactive – 15, 20-odd years ahead of its time.  These 
are more points I've got rather than questions.  The Council was formed in 30 

1889.  I would've thought fit for the future – that's 127 years – this Council has 
certainly been fit for that future of 127 years.  Why all of a sudden is this 
Council not fit for the future?  

 When we lost our hospital, the Government said we wouldn't have it.  With the 
help of our Council and the community, we retained that hospital.  They said 35 

that it wouldn't happen and it did.  We changed the perspective of the 
Government.  We lost a doctor.  Now, some of these points have been 
mentioned before.  We lost a doctor for a number of – for a matter of time, 
about 18 months.  It was our Council that looked for a doctor, found a doctor, 
and in consultation with the Murrumbidgee doctor [indecipherable]  Without 40 

our Council, that would not have happened.  Consequently, at the same time 
we didn't have a chemist.  By retaining a doctor, our doctor found a chemist 
which we've had for a number of years.   
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 What I'd like to know is, through this process, did the Government consider 
the drought of 2000 to 2010 where Jerilderie community was one community 
that survived? It was a tough ten years.  We did not get help from banks, we 
did not get help from the Government, but we, the Jerilderie community, 
survived, and we survived well.  Jerilderie as a community since I've been in 5 

business, it does not have a boom but it doesn't have a bust.  We're very 
stable.  What I'd like to know is if any of that has been considered.   

 It was already talked about, the Council private works.  Truck building, that's 
another one that Council has done very, very well over a period of time.  
There was a very good result and quality of material that they produced.  Why 10 

all of a sudden did Sydney take it away from us? Town planning, I'd like to 
know how many other towns they've looked at where emergency services all 
in one area – except the police, was the only one – all in one area.  Their town 
planning to me is very good, and that goes back to Susan's department.   

 Road building.  I remember when I was on the Council - - - 15 

Facilitator: One minute. 

Ian: - - - we gave it to the ITA.  I'd like to know, if we're not fit for the future, how 
come [indecipherable] would get tens of thousands of dollars more than any 
of the other surrounding shires, the reason being (1) they could build roads 
well, (2) they could build it within budget, and (3) they could build it within 20 

time? I'd also like to know, what's going to happen – if we do disappear, 
what's going to happen to our section 355 committees of Councils? That is 
our biggest volunteer base, or one of our biggest volunteer bases.  What 
happens to those? This is very, very important because by being a committee 
of Council, it enables our volunteers to do the work, not just raise funds for 25 

insurance.   

 The only other item I would have is we merge as a whole.  We will not accept 
being split up, and if we do merge and if we have to merge, we go to the 
north.  But I have reservations with the Government – is that going to be big 
enough? I don't trust them.  Thank you.   30 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Our next speaker is Brian [indecipherable].   

Brian: Thank you.  Thank you, Mr Delegate, ladies and gentlemen.  My name's Brian 
[indecipherable].  I'm an organiser with the United Services Union.  The 
United Services Union represents 25,000 Council workers through New South 
Wales.  A lot of the people that I represent are here today and would've been 35 

at Berrigan this morning.  I've got a prepared script here, Mr Delegate.  You've 
heard it all today, everything today.  I think probably Julie’s was the most 
eloquent.  I thought she was fantastic.  And to all you local people, I've been 
to a couple of these meetings now and I think you've expressed your situation 
and your requirements and your requests to the Delegate fantastically well.   40 

 I just want to say, because everything that I've got here has been addressed, 
that United Services Union support the local community.  We've had meetings 
with the Minister.  I don't know the outcomes of those yet.  We're 100 percent 
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behind these people.  We just want to ensure that the employment protections 
remain as per the Act.  And I'm sure that you'll do the right thing and take 
everything back as you need to, and I hopefully get the right outcome for all 
these people, because from what we can see, the effect of splitting the 
Council would be absolutely devastating to the employees and the people of 5 

this town.  Good luck.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Because we've had a couple of speakers withdraw and a couple 
of speakers take a little bit less than their allotted time, we are a little bit ahead 
of time now, which is great.  So, I'd just like to check, of the speakers who 
weren't available at the time that their allotments came up, to see if they have 10 

arrived in the meantime.  So, Dennis Tinkler or [indecipherable] have you 
joined us in the meantime? No, okay.  In that case I'd like to see if there's 
anyone else here who is with us today who hasn't had an opportunity to speak 
as yet.  Please come forward, and you can speak in the same way as the 
other speakers.   15 

Speaker 22: For a start, I'd like to ask - - - 

Facilitator: Could you just start with your name and your - - - 

Albert: My name's Albert McBaldwin and I'd like to ask Tim why the member of 
Parliament that organised this amalgamation didn't turn up to listen to us.  I've 
got nothing against you, Tim.  My family's been here for about 143 years on 20 

my mother's side and I would hate to see this Shire split up because I've got 
great-grandchildren north of the Shire.  If they cut us in half, [indecipherable] 
that much.  And anyhow, I'd like to congratulate the Shire for the work – I've 
worked with the Shire for many years.   

 As far as the hospital goes, I've got a wife down the hospital for the last eight 25 

years.  If that ever gets closed and I've got to go somewhere else to visit her 
two or three times a day, that'll be devastating.  The chap over there that 
spoke for the Aborigines – we have four part-Aboriginal girls working down 
that hospital and you wouldn’t swap any one of them.  They're not working 
there now, they've retired – but you wouldn’t swap anyone from that hospital 30 

for anybody at all.  They're beautiful down there.  So, thank you very much, 
and I don't like to see anybody split this Shire in half or send it somewhere 
else.  If they want somebody, give them to us instead of us to them.  Thank 
you.   

 And another thing.  The Councillor who employed that fellow to take the 35 

phone calls from us that wanted to book in here for today, I booked in here 
today and said that I wanted to have a say.  When I come here to book in 
today, nothing.  My name wasn't there, there's nothing there, so there's – and 
I'm not the only one that rang through and booked in.  Hands up those who 
booked in and didn't get their name down.  Have a look around.  So, if 40 

anybody wants sacking, that fellow wants sacking.   

Facilitator: Thank you, sir.  We've noted your concerns.  Again, if there's anyone else 
who hasn't yet had an opportunity to speak today and would like to do so, 
there is time available.   
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Ian: Ian [indecipherable], Captain of the Bolton Fire Brigade.  I speak to the – 
we've got two problems here of natural disaster.  One drives past the road out 
here, one comes from the northwest [indecipherable].  If you split the Shire, 
the Yanco River – the Yanco Creek, I mean – is where my fire brigade goes 
right out to.  The way I understand it, we are now under the Mid Murray zone.  5 

If we go with the Berrigan Shire we become under the Berrigan Shire, and the 
Berrigan Shore people down there, their fire fighting needs aren't as great as 
our north and western boundaries.   

 Fire comes very quickly.  Three years ago I think we were within 30 minutes 
of a fire coming to town and we managed to stop it on the Yanco Creek 10 

through the help of Conargo and the Mid Murray Zone.  The Mid Murray Zone 
would be rated as some of the best fire fighters and fire personnel under Benji 
and [indecipherable], under their service.  They go from Balranald down to the 
[indecipherable], right along the river.   

 And I just feel that if we've got to go there, over the other side of the Yanco 15 

would become Murrumbidgee, Murrumbidgee Shire, Mid Murray would stop 
out at Conargo Shire which is 20 Ks out the road, so when you start changing 
zones it becomes – we have the same problem when we go east to the Urana 
Shire, we’ve got [indecipherable] and that comes out of Wagga, so you can 
see the problem that we have.  If we amalgamate to the north, we'd most 20 

likely work out something with the Mid Murray Zone and the Murrumbidgee 
Zone.  So, that's all I've got to say, Tim.  Thank you, and I congratulate all 
speakers.   

Facilitator: Thank you, sir.  Do we have any additional speakers today? Any extra 
speakers who haven't spoken as yet, and then we can use the time - - - 25 

Male: Can I speak as a ratepayer and a resident? 

Facilitator: Let's just see if there's anyone else who hasn't spoken yet and then yes, we 
can use that time for that purpose.  Is there anyone else who hasn't yet 
spoken? I think this gentleman hasn't spoken yet.  I believe you spoke this 
morning, sir.   30 

Male: I did.  Does that rule me out, does it? 

Facilitator: Let's hear from the speakers first who haven't had an opportunity to speak at 
all, and I don't think this gentleman has yet, and then it looks like we'll have 
time - - - 

Male: It's a bit of a shame, you know.  My great-grandfather founded this town.   35 

Facilitator: I think we've got plenty of time for you to speak, sir.  I'd just like to give the 
opportunity to people who haven't spoken as yet.   

Richard: Thank you.  Richard [indecipherable], I'm the Secretary of the Jerilderie Rural 
Fire Service and I'd like to follow up on what Ian just said.  The Mid Murray 
Fire Control.  Members of our brigade, volunteers, are shire workers who are 40 

holding heavy vehicle licences and if the Shire is split, their eventual loss 
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would compromise effective manning of the brigades.  Amalgamation would 
also raise the question of funding and most likely mean the loss of local, 
timely maintenance of the brigade vehicles by Jerilderie Shire Engineering 
Department.  Amalgamation of Jerilderie and Murrumbidgee Shire would to 
some extent solve these problems.  Thank you.   5 

Facilitator: Thank you.  Now, if we don't have any other speakers – we do? Thank you.   

Helen: My name's Helen Harris.  I've been here for 32 years off and on, 30 years 
permanently, and I'd just like to state that at the moment we are the Jerilderie 
Shire and we actually have at the moment – if I look at my paper – that we are 
in the electorate of Farrer, we are in the electorate of Albury for the State 10 

Government, our RFS is the Mid Murray Region, our Local Area Command 
police are Deniliquin, our SES Murray Region, our New South Wales LLS 
Murray and Riverina as they've just changed their boundaries, the local 
Aboriginal Lands Committee are Wurundjeri region, our local health division is 
Murrumbidgee and our education department is Riverina Region.   15 

 If we are to merge with Berrigan, that would mean that Berrigan Shire would 
now be in the electorate of Farrer for our federal electorate, our two state 
electorates would be Albury and Murray – so their paperwork would double 
because they would have to have two different sets of paperwork for the 
whole Shire – we would be in two regions of the Rural Fire Service which 20 

would be Mid Murray and Southern Border, our New South Wales Police 
Local Area Command would be Deniliquin, our SES region the Murray, our 
Local Land Service would be Murray, the local Aboriginal Land Committee 
would be the same, our health would be Murrumbidgee and our education 
would be Riverina.   25 

 Now, they're proposing to split us in half.  If we happen to go with 
Murrumbidgee Shire, as they are saying we should do half and half, then the 
other half of the Jerilderie Shire that goes with Murrumbidgee would have the 
federal electorate of Farrer, the federal electorate of Riverina, in the state 
electorates it would be Albury and Murray, the Rural Fire Service regions 30 

would be Mid Murray and MIA, the local police Area Command would be 
Deniliquin and Griffith, our two SES regions would be Murray and 
Murrumbidgee, our New South Wales LLS regions would be Murray and 
Riverina, our local Aboriginal Land Committee would be the same, our health 
system would be Murrumbidgee Region and our education would be Riverina 35 

Region. 

 Now, I can't see the sense in having a Shire that at the moment have just one 
of everything apart from the LLS, which the State Government has just 
changed, to put us into places where we're going to have two, so half the 
Shire will have to represent the federal Government in one area and another 40 

half in another area, so it really doesn't make a lot of sense to split us or even 
put us with somebody else.  I mean, what sense would that have on the whole 
community? Thank you.   

Facilitator: Thank you.  Our final call for any further speakers who haven't yet spoken.  
Going once, going twice.  Thank you.   45 
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Tim: We'll probably have Bernard – sorry, if Berard speaks first, he hasn't spoken 
today.   

Bernard: Thank you, Rachel, ladies and gentlemen, I happen to be the Mayor of 
Berrigan and I just want to clarify a few things.  This plan of splitting this Shire 
is a government plan.  It's not a Berrigan Shire plan.  In fact, we've been just 5 

as shocked as you all have when that came out.  The other thing I would just 
like to point out to you is this.  In negotiations we've had with your Council 
here – and the view is that if you must merge, your choice is to go to 
Murrumbidgee – I want you all to be aware of this fact, that there's absolutely 
no objection with the Berrigan Shire if indeed that is what you all want to do.   10 

 I just get a bit worried sometimes that in our rural areas here where we have a 
debate like this, shall I say, just be careful that we don't get divided.  We all 
want the best deal we can get for our respective shires.  My own Shire, their 
stand is to stand alone.  We believe we are fit for the future and that's been 
our choice and it hasn't altered at all.  Things like we're talking about today 15 

have been put in front of us by the Government and the reaction I can gauge 
here now, I understand your point of view but I want you all to know that if 
that's your wish, to go north, you will have no objection but rather a lot of 
support from my Council.  Thank you.   

Craig: I just wanted to say something as Craig Moffit the ratepayer and the resident 20 

rather than – I can take my hat of diplomacy off and say a couple of things on 
my own behalf.  One of them is, let’s be quite clear about this, Jerilderie’s 
position was always rural shire, that’s never changed.  We were forced into a 
position of finding the best possible outcome when that was completely off the 
table as far as we had been left to believe, so that’s a really important thing, I 25 

think, for all of us to remember.  Standing alone – somebody hapless to say in 
Sydney, we’re not fit for the future, I’ve got to tell you, what a load of garbage.  
This Council is as fit as any other Council.  And the reason I’m able to say that 
is because this is a Council who collects money from you to give you services, 
and I don’t think there’s anybody I’ve ever heard in ten years of being in this 30 

Council has – who denies the fact you’re getting a good level of service.  In 
fact, as I keep hearing, it’s not my words, it’s people telling me from outside 
this shire, how much better it is than a lot of other places they go to.  I’ve been 
in Local Government 43 years – actually 45 years, and I have never worked at 
a Council that gets three or four compliments in writing, verbally, and by 35 

phone, weekly about the levels of service in this main street.  One of the 
things that I’m gobsmacked at as a long term Council employee, is that 
people ring up and say what great public toilets we have.  Where else in this 
state do you get phone calls like that? That’s a measure of the competency 
and capability of this Council.  Mick made a comment as he was leaving that 40 

there was a lot of registrations on the [indecipherable] let me just say that 
wasn’t Council.  This thing’s got nothing to do with Council, this is a local – 
State Government inquiry about this proposal.  One of the big issues here, 
they pick some measures that make us look unfit for the future.  This is an 
organisation, a Council, and a community that’s very close to the true roots of 45 

Local Government, and the State Government seems hell bent on 
undermining what I believe is true Local Government.  Bigger is not better.  
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It’s been proven in every other state, amalgamations don’t work very well, and 
they certainly don’t work as we’re all been lead to believe.  So stand alone is 
still the right thing for this community, but clearly we’re being told that’s not 
going to happen.  They’re not going to leave us alone.  So my Council’s been 
very active in making sure we get the best possible result for this community.  5 

We put forward at the start four Councillors.  Nobody had appetite for that, 
quite understandably.  Four Councils give to 45 million dollars and 20,000 
people, that’s real fit for the future in the biggest long term sense, and there 
are quite understandably not many Councils that include in that four that 
thought that was a pretty good idea.  What it did – Jerilderie survives in that 10 

scenario.  In this scenario, we’ve heard it all, it can’t survive, really.  So I just 
wanted to say it from my own point of view, and thank you.   

Facilitator:  So as we noted early, we’ll need to finish exactly on 4 o’clock, meaning we 
can’t finish earlier than that time.  So if there’s no additional speakers who 
haven’t yet had an opportunity to speak, we can use the time for speakers 15 

who have already spoken to have a little bit of extra time.  I can see that 
there’s two speakers here who like to do so.  So, I’ll give that opportunity in 
order of speaking previously.  Meaning, the Mayor, that’s had three minutes.   

Female: Thanks Rachel. I think Bernard touched on a very relevant point.  One of the 
really ugly side effects of this whole process is the fact that it has actually 20 

pitted small community against small community, and whatever the outcome 
into the future, we are still going to have communities.  And the thing that 
keeps rural Australia going is the fact that we work with each other.  So while 
we have identified that we think that a merger with Berrigan would have far 
more risk than advantage, as they have also identified, the very real outcome 25 

is that whatever transpires is that we are going to have to work with these 
people closely into the future.  So we don’t take it personally, we do – we do 
acknowledge that it’s been difficult.  I do also acknowledge that Bernard’s 
actually sitting with the power brokers in Jerilderie here, so is that a 
concession Bernard, are you willing to become part of the greater Jerilderie 30 

Shire and move into the future? 

Male: With a rate discount. 

Female Did you get that, Tim? He said if they get a rate discount.  Everything can 
move north and everybody will be happy here in the room today.  I’d also like 
to take something that Craig said, I’d really like not to go down in history as 35 

having the best public toilets in Australia.  So I think when you’re all preparing 
your submissions, please put the public toilets down the list and think outside 
the square and come up with something really innovative so they take notice, 
‘cause if we see public toilets and the top of the list, I know we’re sunk.  Thank 
you.   40 

Facilitator: Thank you.  So for the speakers we’ve already had and looking at the time 
that we have available, I’ll ask in blocks if you have additional points to make 
and then you’ll have a short period to speak additionally, if you’d like to do so.  
So speakers 2 through 6.  If any of you would like to have a further moment or 
two? Speakers 7 through – and I can see that there’s additional speaker here 45 
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who would like some extra time.  Speakers 7 through 11? Speakers 12 
through – let’s say 16.  Okay.  Two here.  Who was the first speaker of you? 

Karen: I was and then – I won’t take up much time at all.  I’d just like to thank those - 
- - 

Facilitator: Please say your name again. 5 

Karen: Sorry, Karen [indecipherable] again.  I don’t need to take up much time.  I just 
want to thank those people who marched with us today as a show of solidarity 
for our community, from the civic hall down here.  I know it was hot.  And 
thanks to the sports for having some water available.  We’ll do this again 
tomorrow.  So hope it’s not too hot, but if we can meet at the civic hall again 10 

tomorrow and walk down here together, I think that shows a message of 
solidarity to the Government that we want to stay together.  Thank you.   

Tim: Tim Sheedy.  Craig just hit on a point, we don’t want to amalgamate with 
anybody.  It was interesting at the meeting today in Berrigan, IPART – this is 
how good they are, they didn’t include – what I’m told, they didn’t even include 15 

Barooga in their statistical analysis.  A gentleman at Tocumwal said that 
Tocumwal’s an 03 Victorian prefix, well hello, what are we? So the point I 
really want to make though is that the IPART process and the whole Fit for the 
Future thing is based on premises that I don’t agree have a solid basis.  I 
don’t think they’re based on good statistics, and I don’t think they’re based on 20 

good projections.  So while we won’t be split, we don’t necessarily have to be 
amalgamated either, and I’d just like to reiterate, so you keep thinking that 
way for the time being.  Thank you.   

Facilitator: With an eye on time and given that speaker number 25 has expressed an 
interest to speak again, I’ll invite you to come forward.  Thank you.  And if you 25 

can give me your name? 

Speaker 25: [Indecipherable] again.  It’s just something that no-one’s touched on today.  In 
the local area, there’s a lot of large farms.  Some of those, at the moment, in 
Jerilderie Shire.  If you’re going to split it, some of those farms are going to be 
half the farm in the Jerilderie Shire and half in somebody else’s shire.  Now 30 

how stupid is that? The whole Shire through the [indecipherable] because that 
is going to be so much of a headache to all those property owners who are 
going to have half of their lands in that shire, half their lands in that shire.  If 
it’s left as it is, they’ll be just as they are.  Sorry about that. 

Facilitator: Thank you.  And a final call for the remaining speakers who have already 35 

spoken, if any of you want to spend three minutes of extra time? Okay.  Going 
once, going twice.  I’ll now hand over to Tim Stubbs to formally close the 
proceedings today. 

Tim:  Thanks very much.  Thanks everyone for this afternoon.  It’s been a busy day, 
obviously.  This morning we had a very good session down in Berrigan and 40 

people were passionate and gave very good representation down there, and I 
think this afternoon’s session’s been fantastic as well.  I also would like to 
complement everybody here.  This is a very significant issue, I recognise, for 
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the community here, and the way that you’ve presented and maintained a 
very professional and respectful way of presenting and managing the 
emotion, that’s been really fantastic.  I don’t see that as a not 
acknowledgement of how significant this is for you, so I really appreciate the 
way you’ve conducted today.  It’s been a real credit.  So thanks everyone for 5 

coming today, especially the people that have taken the time to present and 
prepare their presentations.  As I said before, a transcript of today’s 
proceedings will be generated as a formal record, and that will be publically 
available at the conclusion of the whole examination reporting process, so at 
the end of March the transcript from today will be publically available.  I’d like 10 

to remind everyone that as long as the information provided today, the written 
submissions will be one of the most important ways for me to gather 
information during the examination process.  So I’ve heard some very good 
points today.  It’s important that people provide additional evidence, if they 
can, to support some of the points they’ve made today.  That makes it more 15 

useful for me to be able to use in a report.  Again, written submissions close 
at 5pm Sunday 28th of February and can be submitted either online at the 
Councilboundaryreview website, or sent in by post.  If you need the address 
or website, just see one of us to get that, or the Council.  And a reminder for 
the Councilboundaryreview website, also provides more detail about the 20 

merger proposals, more generally as well as the details about the proposed 
merger between Jerilderie Shire and Berrigan Shire.  So if you do need more 
information, you can always go there.  Finally, thanks again.  I imagine I’ll see 
a lot of you tomorrow, so until then, have a good evening.   

END TRANSCRIPT 25 


